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ABSTRACT
Multiple-detector computed tomography (MDCT), a diagnostic imaging modality that is rapidly
evolving, has caused an increased concern about the potential radiation risk to the patient. The
need for assessing radiation dose associated with the associated MDCT protocols can be met by
the use of Monte Carlo-based CT source models that are integrated with patient computational
phantoms for organ dose calculations. This paper summarizes our work on the development and
application of an MDCT scanner model using the Monte Carlo methods. The MCNPX code was
used to simulate the x-ray source including the energy spectrum, filter, and scan trajectory.
Detailed GE LightSpeed CT scanner components were specified using an iterative trial-and-error
procedure. The scanner model was validated by comparing simulated results against measured
CTDI values. The validated scanner model was then integrated with various phantoms, including
RPI Adult Male phantom, RPI Adult Female phantom, RPI-P regnant Female phantoms in three
different gestational periods to calculate organ doses. Organ doses are compared for different
phantoms. Also, it was found that the dose to the fetus of the 3-, 6-and 9-month was 0.13
mGy/100mAs, 0.21mGy/100mAs, and 0.26mGy/100mAs, respectively. This work demonstrates
the feasibility of modeling and validating MDCT scanner by Monte Carlo methods, as well as
assessing organ dose by combining the MDCT scanner model and patient phantoms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography (CT), as a preeminent diagnostic imaging modality, has been known to
contribute a significant portion of the overall radiation dose received by patients from diagnostic
procedures [1-12]. The advent of multi-detector CT (MDCT) has fueled a dramatic increase in
use of CT, and the radiation exposures associated with various CT scan protocols have been
studied extensively [4-11]. There is a consensus from the medical physics community that an
increase in MDCT utilization must be accompanied by a heightened understanding of radiation
dose and risk [12]. The American College of Radiology has issued a strong recommendation on
tracking and reporting patient-specific exposures and resulting organ doses [13].
Compared with physical measurements, voxelized patient phantoms and modeled MDCT
scanner based computational dosimetry provides a more convenient alternative to track and
report CT doses. Using Monte Carlo methods, several research groups have simulated the CT
sources and assessed doses to adult, pediatric and pregnant patients [14-17]. However, an
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insufficient level of detail on the CT parameters was reported in these papers and it has been
difficult for others to repeat or to compare results.
The current study in this paper was motivated by the absence of detailed steps of the MDCT
scanner model development and validation. The same methodology can be used to facilitate the
study of MDCT dosimetry involving anatomically-realistic computational patient phantoms. This
paper describes the development, validation and application of a Monte Carlo model of a GE
LightSpeed 16-MDCT scanner. For validation, CTDI values for several different kVp values, as
well as dose profiles were used to compare and fine-tune the parameters in the MDCT scanner
model. Using the validated MDCT scanner model in combination with a set of pregnant patient
phantoms representing 3-, 6- and 9- month gestational periods [18] radiation doses to the mother
and fetus were calculated for selected imaging procedures. The RPI Adult Male and Female
phantoms were also included in the model of MDCT scanner for assessment of CT dose for adult
patients.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The general workflow of the MDCT modeling, validation and application procedure in this study
is illustrated in Fig. 1. It starts with determining MDCT source parameters including the x-ray
source energy spectrum, internal filter, external filter (bow-tie filter), beam shape, etc. These
parts together can be regarded as the MDCT scanner model. Once these parts as well as the
CTDI body phantom have been defined, the Monte Carlo simulations obtain the CTDI center
dose values (CTDIc), CTDI peripheral dose values (CTDIp) and the dose profiles along the
surface of the CTDI body phantom. Then the reference values from the literature or the physical
measurements are used to compare with the simulated values in order to validate the modeled
MDCT scanner and its movement. When the scanner is validated, the CTDI phantom is replaced
by the patient phantom and the Monte Carlo simulations are performed to assess the doses to the
patient.
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Figure 1. Flowchart for development, validation and application of the MDCT models.
In this flowchart, the left side of the vertical dash line indicates the work or data provided by the
literature or previous research. All the measured data in this research were those reported by
DeMarco et al. [16]. The patient phantoms were developed by Xu et al. [18]. The right side of the
vertical dash line indicates the simulations and calculations in this study.
2.1. Monte Carlo Simulations
In this research, the MCNPX 2.5.0 code was used for all simulations, including CT scanner
modeling, patient phantoms modeling, as well as dose computing [19]. MCNPX is a general
purpose Monte Carlo radiation transport code that tracks all particles at all energies necessary for
these simulations. The MCNPX package provides geometry modeling based on a combinatorial
system using planes, cylinders, cones and spheres. In this study, the photon physics mode with
the default energy cut-off was used. The photon transport model creates electrons but assumes
that they travel in the direction of the primary photon and that the electron energy is deposited at
the photon interaction site to satisfy the condition of charged particle equilibrium (CPE), which
is a valid assumption in the energy range of diagnostic x-rays. Under the conditions of CPE, the
collision kerma is equal to absorbed dose and is recorded using the type 6 (F6:p) tally of the
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MCNPX. In all simulations, the number of histories was selected to achieve relative errors less
than 5% in most organs (or detectors), and less than 10% for organs with the very small volumes
or located a large distances from the primary beam.
2.2. CT Scanner Modeling
The 16-MDCT scanner modeled here (a LightSpeed 16, General Electric Healthcare Corporation,
Waukesha, WI) is a third-generation MDCT, with 16 rows of 0.625mm wide detectors as well as
eight rows of 1.25 mm detectors. It offers the user the following x-ray beam collimation options
(given in the format of N × T, where N represents the number of data channels and T represents
the nominal width of each data channel; each data channel may represent at least one detector
row [5]: 16 × 0.625 mm (8 × 1.25 mm), 16 × 1.25 mm (8 × 2.5mm), as well as 2 × 0.625 mm
and 1 × 5 mm modes. The scanner can operate in both axial and helical modes. For the helical
scan, the pitch can be selected as 0.625, 0.875, 1.35 or 1.675 in the 8-channel mode or 0.5625,
0.9375, 1.375 or 1.75 in the 16-channel mode [16]. The system supports nominal x-ray energies
of 80, 100, 120 and 140 kVp. X-ray beam shaping filtration including both head and body bowtie
filters are equipped and used to compensate for the variation in body thickness across the
transverse sections of the body, improving the image quality and reducing the dose to the
peripheral region of the body. The distance from the focal spot to the isocenter (SID) is 54 cm,
and the distance from the focal spot to the detector (SDD) is 95 cm. The fan beam is collimated
in the x-y plane to a fan angle of 55o.
2.3. Phantom Modeling
These RPI Adult Male (RPI-AM) and RPI Adult Female (RPI-AF) phantoms, as illustrated in Fig
2 (a) and (b), were constructed using surface mesh data for many anatomical features. The meshbased organ models were created referencing the VIP-Man model and other anatomical images,
and the organs were deformed to properly match ICRP recommendations. In a final step, the
adjusted phantom is then converted into cubic voxels for use in Monte Carlo calculations [20].
The RPI-AM consists of 24650750 (153 × 125 × 653) cubic voxels with 0.27 cm on each side,
and the RPI AF consists of 24466832 (247×151×656) cubic voxels with 0.25 cm on each side. In
total, 28 different material compositions were defined and appropriately assigned to 122 separate
organs or tissues for the Adult Male and 121 organs or tissues for the Adult Female. The
reference values of elemental compositions of the organs and tissues as well as the mass
densities were derived from ICRU Report 46 [21].
A set of realistic computational phantoms of a pregnant patient at the end of three gestational
periods of 3, 6 and 9 months — called RPI-P3, RPI-P6 and RPI-P9 phantoms — were previously
developed at RPI [18]. In RPI-P3, RPI-P6 and RPI-P9 phantoms, organ volumes and masses
were carefully adjusted to agree with reference values recommended in the ICRP Publication 89
[22]. A total of 35 organs and tissues were included. The particular emphasis was placed on
developing a realistic representation of fetus that consists of the skeleton (except for the 3-month
phantom), brain, and soft tissue. Organs were voxelized with a resolution of 3 mm × 3 mm × 3
mm, and each phantom contains a total of about 25 million voxels. The RPI-P phantoms,
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illustrated in Fig 2 (c)-(e), were finally implemented into MCNPX for dose calculations. The
arms of the phantoms RPI-P3, -P6, -P9 and RPI-AM were removed in the simulations due to the
clinical practice of lifting arms over head. However, the arms of the phantom RPI-AF remained
due to the limitation of the phantom.

(a) RPI-AM

(b) RPI-AF

(c) RPI P3

(d) RPI P6

(e) RPI P9

Figure 2. Three-dimensional visualization of patient phantoms.
2.3. Organ Dose Calculations
The F6:p tally results in MCNPX are normalized per source history. In order to determine the
absorbed dose from each CT scan procedure, the tally values in units of MeV/gram/source
particle were converted to absorbed dose in units of mGy/100mAs by a conversion factor (CF).
The CFs used in this study has been described previously [23], as a function of both beam energy
E and beam collimation NT. In the current study, it is modified and defined as,
(CF ) E , NT =

(CTDI100, air, measured per 100 mAs ) E , NT
(CTDI100, air, simulated per particle ) E , NT

,

(1)

where (CTDI100, air, measured per 100 mAs ) E , NT in unit of mGy/100mAs is measured by the ion chamber in
air at the scanner isocenter (see Appendix A), and (CTDI100, air, simulated per particle ) E , NT in unit of
MeV/gram/particle is obtained by simulating the ion chamber under the same scan protocol. The
absorbed dose to the organ or tissue in unit of mGy/100mAs is,

Dabsolute = Dsimulated × CF × N ,
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and N is the number of x-ray tube rotation during this CT scan. If the clinical tube current (mA) a
nd exposure time (s) per rotation are known, the final absorbed dose in unit of mGy is,

Dtotal = Dabsolute × K

(3)

and here K is the ratio of mAs per rotation to 100 mAs. In this study, we reported the organ dose
in unit of mGy/100mAs based on Eq. 2.
In order to validate the MDCT scanner model developed in this research, the body CTDI
phantom was modeled and CTDI values were calculated and compared with the measured values.
The CTDI values were determined by taking the product of the normalized CTDI dose calculated
by MCNPX and the kVp-dependent conversion factor. The kVp-dependent conversion factors
were calculated from single axial scans simulated free-in-air at the scanner isocenter for tube
potentials of 80, 100, 120 and 140 kVp using the 20 mm beam collimation with the body bowtie
filter.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Validation of MDCT Scanner Modeling
The conversion factors for each kVp value are listed in Table I. for converting the Monte Carlo
simulation results from MeV/gram per source particle to mGy/100mAs for the LightSpeed
MDCT scanner. The percent relative error for the MCNPX results is less than 5%. The
measurements [16] and MCNPX simulations were performed in air using the body bowtie filter.
Using these conversion factors, the simulated CTDI values (air-kerma values at the center and at
the 12:00 peripheral position of the CTDI phantom) were calculated and are shown in Table II,
showing comparison of measured and simulated dose results from a single axial scan in the
CTDI body phantom using the LightSpeed scanner operated at 120 kVp and 100 mAs. All scans
used a 20-mm beam collimation and a body bowtie filter. The duration of the scan was 1 second.
The Monte Carlo simulated CTDI values at the center showed good agreement with measured
values.

Table I. Conversion factors for converting the Monte Carlo simulation results
Measured CTDI100
in air
(mGy/100mAs)

Simulated CTDI100 in air
(MeV/gram/particle)

Conversion factor
(mGy·gram·particle
/100mAs/MeV)

80

Beam
collimation
(mm)
4x5

8.10

7.15E-06

1.13E+06

100

4x5

14.70

8.34E-06

1.76E+06

120

4x5

22.71

9.33E-06

2.44E+06

140

4x5

31.93

1.03E-05

3.11E+06

kVp
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Table II. Comparison of measured and simulated dose results

kVp

80

100

120

140

Position

Measured dose
(mGy/100mAs)

Center

1.34

Monte Carlo
simulation
(mGy/100mAs)
1.30

Peripheral

3.45

3.43

-0.60

Center

2.97

2.86

-3.77

Peripheral

6.66

6.79

1.89

Center

5.12

4.98

-2.78

Peripheral

10.48

10.97

4.69

Center

7.65

7.52

-1.76

Peripheral

15.01

15.87

5.72

% Difference
-2.80

3.2. Organ Doses
Following the validation of the MDCT source modeling, this section describes the calculated
doses to the RPI-AM, -AF and pregnant mother and fetus from maternal body chest CT scans. In
all the simulations involving the patient phantoms, 10 million initial photons were sampled to
guarantee statistical uncertainties less than 5% for the absorbed doses to the organs in the field of
view (FOV).
As described previously, the organ doses to the patient phantoms (RPI-AM, -AF, RPI-P3, -6, and
-9) from helical scans were assessed for a tube potential of 120 kVp and a pitch of 1.375. All
MCNPX dose values were converted to absorbed dose in unit of mGy/100mAs by the
corresponding CFs shown in Table I.
From the calculated results, the common organs among these five phantoms were selected, and
the doses were reported accordingly. Fig. 3 indicates that the similar doses were delivered to the
organs with same name in different phantoms. This phenomenon shows that the doses to the
specific phantom can be studied through study on other similar phantoms. For example, the
organ doses of pregnant patients could be assessed by studying the adult patient phantoms.
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Figure 3. Doses to selected organs of the phantoms RPI-AM, RPI-AF and RPI-P3, -P6, -P9
The dose to the fetal total is the mass weighted average of the doses to the fetal soft tissue, fetal
skeleton and fetal brain. The fetal total dose for the chest scan of the RPI-P3, P6 and P9
phantoms were 0.13 mGy/100mAs, 0.21 mGy/100mAs and 0.26 mGy/100mAs, respectively, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. Assessment of the risk associated with radiation exposure of the fetus during
MDCT scans of pregnant patients is of an increasing interest [1]. Based on the results by Hurwitz
et al.[24], ICRP Publication 102 presents a summary of results from a phantom study using the
protocols for imaging pregnant patients with suspected pulmonary embolism, appendicitis, and
renal stones [1]. In a different publication, ICRP Publication 103 suggests that absorbed doses
below 100 mGy to the embryo/fetus should not be considered a reason for terminating a
pregnancy [25]. At embryo/fetus doses above this level, the pregnant patient should receive
sufficient information to be able to make informed decisions based upon individual
circumstances, including the magnitude of the estimated embryonic/fetal dose and the
consequent risks of serious harm to the developing embryo/fetus and risks of cancer in later life
[25]. Furthermore, the AAPM Task Group 36 (TG-36) provided a general summary of the risk to
the fetus as a function of radiation dose for radiotherapy [26]. According to TG-36, the risk of
normal tissue damage from fetal doses less than 50 mGy are negligible. Assuming a total of 300
mAs is applied to each scan, one obtains a fetal dose far below 50 mGy, and therefore the risk is
negligible for a fetus of the RPI pregnant patient phantom when MDCT chest scan is performed.
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Figure 4. Comparison of doses to the 3-, 6-, and 9-month fetuses from chest scans of
pregnant patients.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Since MDCT is increasingly popular, the need to assess and manage the potential exposures and
associated radiation risk can be met by using Monte Carlo models of these modalities as well as
anatomical realistic patient computational phantoms. This paper described the development and
validation of Monte Carlo models of an MDCT scanner, and the application of these models for
calculation of absorbed doses to the mother and fetus, as well as the adult patients, using selected
MDCT scanning protocols. Detailed MDCT models including energy spectrum, filters, source
geometry and movement under different scan modes were developed. The models were validated
by comparing calculated center and peripheral CTDI dose values and dose profile curves to
measurement data that reported in the literature. The validated x-ray source model and the helical
source movement model were then integrated with the patient phantoms for assessments of organ
doses or effective doses. The results on organ doses from specific CT procedures demonstrate
the usefulness of the Monte Carlo based MDCT and patient models.
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APPENDIX A
Here we define the nominal beam width is T, the area of the cross-section of the ion-chamber
with length L and mass M. So the CTDI100 is defined as,
50

CTDI100

1
= ∫ D( z )idz
T −50
50

=

1
de
idz
∫
T −50 dm
50

de
1
= ∫
idz
T −50 ρ i S idz
50

=

de
1
∫
T −50 ρ i S
50

1 1
= i
i de
T ρ i S −∫50
50

1 1
= i i ∫ de
T M −50
L
50

de
L −∫50
= i
T M
L
= i Daverage
T
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Here the Daverage is the measured dose from the ion-chamber or the simulated dose to the active
volume of the modeled ion-chamber from Monte Carlo simulation.
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